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Abstract 

Skin conductance (SC) is one of the most commonly used measures in psychophysiological 

studies involving emotional arousal and is traditionally measured at the fingers or the palms (i.e., 

the palmar locations) of the hand. Palmar skin conductance recording positions are, however, not 

always preferred for ambulatory recordings in real-life situations. This study quantifies the 

responsiveness and similarity with the finger of 16 different recording positions of skin 

conductance while watching emotional film fragments. Findings indicated foot, fingers and 

shoulders being most responsive, whereas arm, back, armpit, and thighbone were least 

responsive. The measurements at the foot were most similar with those of the finger. In contrast, 

arm, back, and armpit traces differed most from the finger trace. Taken together, foot and 

shoulders are the best alternatives to the finger for ambulatory measurement of skin conductance 

to reflect emotional arousal. These findings can help new applications using skin conductance, 

like automated emotion measurements, to come to fruition. 

Keywords 

skin conductance, electrodermal activity, emotional sweating, body positions, measurement 

locations 

Highlights 

> Skin conductance was measured simultaneously at 16 different body locations during different 

emotions. > The skin conductance signals were examined for responsiveness and similarity with 

the finger while watching emotional film clips. > Foot, fingers and shoulders are the most 

responsive body positions and the most similar to the finger.  > Armpit, back and arm are the 

least responsive locations and the least similar to the finger for measuring emotional skin 

conductance. > These findings can help to enable new applications of skin conductance 

measurements for automated emotion measurement. 
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1 Introduction 

Over the last decades, the research fields of the affective sciences and affective computing [1] [2] 

[3] employed several different modalities to measure emotions, including physiological signals, 

speech, facial expressions and body posture [4] [5] [6] [7]. Amongst the physiological 

measurements, skin conductance (SC) is frequently used to assess emotional arousal [8] [9] [10] 

[11] [12]. However, the majority of the traditional emotion research is carried out in controlled 

laboratory situations. Therefore, the generalizability of the findings of such research to real-life 

situations can be questioned [13]. To overcome this, the affective sciences need measurement 

platforms that are unobtrusive for users so that they don’t interfere in daily activities but still 

capture reliable data. As skin conductance is often used to measure emotional arousal, such 

ambulatory measurement platforms are likely to rely (partly) on SC emotion sensing. Therefore, 

we set out to identify body locations that can be used to reliably but unobtrusively measure 

emotional skin conductance. 

 

Skin conductance (also referred to as electrodermal activity [10]) refers to the varying electrical 

properties of the skin in response to sweat secretion by sweat glands [14]. There are three types 

of sweat glands: eccrine, apocrine and apoeccrine. Eccrine sweat glands are mostly involved in 

emotional responses as these sweat glands are innervated by sympathetic nerves which 

accompany psychological processes including emotional arousal [12] [15]. Different nerve 

bundles go to the head/face, abdomen, arms/hands, and legs/feet. For example, the nerves that 

control the sweat glands of the forehead and of the foot are different from the nerves that control 

the sweat glands of the fingers (overview of dermatomes in [16]). There is also evidence for the 

lateralization of the sympathetic nervous system and skin conductance activity [17]. The 

magnitude of sweating depends on the density of sweat glands, their relative size, and the output 

of individual glands [18] which varies between individuals [19]. The highest density of eccrine 

sweat glands was found on the palms and soles (600 to 700 glands/cm2) [20] [21] and in fact, 

psychophysiological emotion research has traditionally also focused on measuring skin 

conductance at the volar surface of the palms [22] [23]. The palms were also recommended as 

the preferred SC recording position in the guideline paper from The Society for 
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Psychophysiological Research [24]. However, the eccrine sweat glands are not solely present at 

the palms and soles but are actually distributed across the whole body albeit in lower densities. 

Estimations have been made for the forehead (181 glands/cm2), upper limbs (108 glands/cm2 on 

the forearm), and finally the trunk (64 glands/cm2 on the back) and lower limbs [20] [21]. 

Therefore, we hypothesize that also body locations other than the traditional palmar recording 

location can show an emotional response in SC recordings. 

 

Several studies already started to explore the measurement of SC at other locations than the 

traditional palmar locations [25] [26] [27] among which measurements at the feet [1] [28], chest 

and neck [29], wrist [25] [30], and ankle [30]. Furthermore, Wilcott [31] describes that various 

body parts show an increase in sweating to both arousal and thermal stimuli but that there are 

differences in the magnitude of sweating. Hence, an investigation of the commonalities and 

differences between different locations in emotional sweating is warranted. However, besides 

brief investigations of one or a few recording positions, to our knowledge, there are no studies 

about the SC response to emotion elicitation with simultaneous recordings at more than five 

body positions. At this moment, it is therefore difficult to draw conclusions about electrode 

positioning for SC measurements in the development of unobtrusive affect measurement systems 

where the recommended finger position is rather impractical. 

 

To make recommendations about skin conductance sensor positioning for ambulatory emotion 

measurements, the present study compares 16 different SC recordings obtained from participants 

whilst watching emotional film clips. Film fragments were used to induce variation in emotional 

arousal in subjects. Emotional arousal is one of the two dimensions in the circumplex model of 

affect [32] where emotions are operationalized in a spatial model with emotional valence varying 

from positive (pleasant) to negative (unpleasant) and with emotional arousal (intensity) varying 

from calm to excited. Skin conductance has been found to vary systematically with emotional 

arousal [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]. During the film clips, skin conductance was synchronously 

recorded at 16 body positions which are graphically represented in Figure 1 and are described in 

more detail below (see paragraph 2.4). 
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The quality of the 16 recording positions is investigated in two ways. First of all, we investigate 

the skin conductance responsiveness to emotional film clips with three SC features. The first 

feature, the mean skin conductance level (SCL), describes the overall conductivity of the skin 

over longer time intervals, in the order of several minutes [15]. The second feature, the number 

of skin conductance responses per minute (SCRs), describes the frequency of occurrence of skin 

conductance responses. A skin conductance response is a short fluctuation in skin conductance 

that lasts several seconds and usually follows a characteristic pattern of an initial, relatively steep 

rise, a short peak, and then a relatively slower return to baseline. Skin conductance responses 

reflect the higher-frequency variability of the signal that is modulated on top of the slower 

changes in skin conductance level [10] [15]. The third feature, the sum of the skin conductance 

responses amplitudes per minute (S-AMPL), takes into account the strength of skin conductance 

responses. 

Our hypothesis about the influence of recording position on SC responsiveness to emotion 

elicitation builds on a positive correlation between eccrine sweat gland density and electrodermal 

activity. Freedman et al. [22] confirmed this relation by comparing two different finger positions: 

higher skin conductance activity was found at the distal phalanx position which also had more 

active sweat glands compared to the medial phalanx position. Therefore, we expect the skin 

conductance responsiveness to emotional film fragments to be in line with the sweat gland 

densities. In that light, the fingers, feet, and forehead would be in the top three of highest SC 

responsiveness, according to estimations of eccrine sweat gland densities [20].  

Second of all, we investigate the similarity of the SC traces to the traditional finger trace 

with the measure correlation. Correlation is an often employed statistical measure indicating 

linear dependency between two traces. Multiple aspects are involved in the similarity between 

SC traces, such as the density of sweat glands, the distribution of dermatomes, the innervations 

of sweat glands at different body locations, and sweat gland nerve fiber densities. We base our 

hypotheses on eccrine sweat gland densities and expect the highest correlations between the 

finger trace and the traces from the feet and the forehead. 
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2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Participants 

Seventeen subjects (12 male, 5 female) participated in this study, average age of 32 years (SD = 

9 years). Subjects were recruited amongst colleagues working at an industrial campus in The 

Netherlands. They gave their informed consent and had normal or corrected to normal vision. 

2.2 Design 

For each participant, skin conductance recordings were made concurrently from 16 different 

positions on the body (see Figure 1). Therefore, the measurement position was a within-subject 

factor in our design. Responsiveness of the measurement location was assessed with the mean 

skin conductance level (SCL), the number of skin conductance responses per minute (SCRs) and 

the sum of the skin conductance responses amplitudes per minute (S-AMPL). Similarity of the 

SC traces to the finger trace was assessed through the correlation between the measurements at 

the finger and the measurements at the other positions. 

2.3 Procedure 

After signing the informed consent, subjects sat down in a comfortable chair in a dimly lit 

laboratory room furnished to look like a living room. A female experimenter attached skin 

conductance electrodes at the 16 body positions (Figure 1) and connected the electrodes to 

measurement equipment. For each body position, the two skin conductance electrodes were 

attached in such a way that the isolating outer rings around the electrodes and gel slightly 

touched each other in order to keep a fixed distance between electrodes for all body positions, 

except for the fingers that consisted of electrode measurements at two separate fingers. During 

the experiment, subjects wore shorts and a T-shirt to allow easy access to the body positions 

where the electrodes were located. Then, recordings and loggings were started. Subsequently, 

subjects were asked to make themselves comfortable in the experimental setting and to refrain 

from moving during the entire experiment to avoid artifacts in the recordings and to limit skin 

conductance changes due to physical activity. A rest recording was started for three minutes with 
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subject’s eyes open. After the rest recording, seven video fragments (see Materials) were 

presented. After each film clip, subjects were asked to rate the film clip on a valence and 

excitement questionnaire (see Materials) after which the next film clip started immediately. 

Ratings were provided verbally to the experimenter. After the seven film fragments had finished, 

a measurement of three minutes rest was made during which subjects sat quietly with eyes open. 

Thereafter, recordings and loggings were stopped. Physiological sensors were detached and a 

debriefing about the aim of the research was provided. Finally, subjects received a gift voucher 

for participation. 

 

== INSERT Figure 1 here === 

2.4 Materials 

Skin conductance recordings. Skin conductance was recorded via a self-developed platform 

consisting of 16 SC Modules (hardware), 2x16 self-sticky Ag/AgCl gel electrodes (from 

Kendall) and LabVIEW software to record the measurements. A voltage of 1.2 V was put on a 

series circuit of the skin and a reference resistor of 3.3 MΩ. With a 16-bit A-D convertor 

(National Instruments), the voltage drop over the reference resistor was measured. One central 

computer was used to collect all the skin conductance data with one central clock to determine 

the sampling moments (sample rate of 2Hz). The 16 SC Modules and the electrode wires were 

numbered. Each number corresponded to one body position (see Figure 1).  

For the selection of body positions, four aspects were taken into account. First, the finger 

location (body position 1) was included because it is used in most literature and recommended as 

the reference location for SC measurements [24]. Second, locations with the opportunity to 

comfortably integrate into a product application were included. For instance, body positions 2-4 

can be used in a watch. The two wrist positions number 2 and 3 were attached with a distance of 

three centimeters in between. There might have been an influence of crosstalk because these 

were close together. However, the remaining body locations were more than five centimeters 

away from each other, which makes the possibility of crosstalk for these body positions very 

unlikely. Positions 5 & 11 can be used in a chest band, positions 6 & 7 can be used in a sock or 

sock border, position 8 can be used for a head band, position 9 can be used in a bracelet. Third, 
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locations were selected to cover as many different areas on the body (remaining body positions 

10, 12, 13-16). Finally, the non-central positions were chosen, as much as possible, to be on the 

right side of the body in order to reduce variation due to potential lateralization influences. From 

the 16 body positions, 11 positions were on the right side of the body, 4 positions were in the 

middle of the body and 1 position was on the left side of the body (see Figure 1). A 

representative example of the 16 skin conductance recordings from one individual subject is 

illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

== INSERT Figure 2 here == 

 

Film clips. We aimed to induce different emotional states (anger, fear, amusement, relaxation, 

sadness, neutral emotion, and sexual arousal) using seven video fragments (duration anger 

fragment: 2.21 min, duration fear fragment: 1.20 min, duration amusement fragment: 2.12 min, 

duration relaxation fragment: 2.16 min, duration sadness fragment: 2.33 min, duration neutral 

fragment: 2.00 min, duration sexual arousal fragment: 5.00 min) which were successfully used 

for this in previous research [33]. They were presented to the participant on a 42 inch Philips 

LCD-television at a distance of two meters. It was not our goal to compare the skin conductance 

for different emotions. Instead, the video fragments were only used to generate variation in the 

skin conductance signal due to emotions. Therefore, the order of the videos was kept constant 

keeping cross-over effects between conditions fixed. 

Questionnaire. A short questionnaire was used to check whether a variety of different emotions 

was induced. The experimenter asked subjects to indicate the strength of their negative feelings, 

positive feelings and level of excitement on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from very weak to very 

strong. As such, the questionnaire data were positioned in the circumplex model (Russell) [32] 

which consists of these two dimensions, emotional valence and arousal. 

 

2.5 Data analysis 

For the questionnaire data, the ratings of negative feelings were reverse coded and averaged with 

the ratings for the positive feelings (Cronbachs alpha =.81 which indicates high consistency). 
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These will be further referred to as the self-reported valence ratings. These ratings were used to 

check if the films clips elicited different emotions. 

Subsequently, the 16 skin conductance recording positions were compared with four measures. 

For this, full skin conductance traces were used so as not to introduce artificial discontinuities. 

Full traces include the total recording session consisting of the seven video fragments, two rest 

periods and intermediate questionnaire rating periods (see Procedure). Out of the 272 (17x16) 

measured SC signals, six (i.e., 2.2%) had to be discarded due to detachment of the electrodes 

during the experiment. 

To analyze the responsiveness of the different measurement locations, we calculated mean skin 

conductance level (SCL), the number of skin conductance responses per minute (SCRs) and the 

sum of the skin conductance responses amplitudes per minute (S-AMPL). An automated 

detection algorithm called SCRGauge [34] was applied for detecting all individual skin 

conductance responses and their amplitudes, using a threshold-amplitude of 0.02 µS as the 

criterion for counting the number of skin conductance responses. In the literature, threshold-

amplitudes range between 0.015 µS and 0.3 µS [35]. Our threshold-amplitude is relatively small 

because we expected to find low basal skin conductance levels at several body locations and this 

is correlated with the amplitude of skin conductance responses [31]. These three measures of 

responsiveness were submitted to a repeated measures ANOVA with measurement position as 

within-subject factor. Deviations of sphericity were corrected using Huyn-Feldt corrections. All 

tests were two-tailed with alpha levels of .05. Next to this, an explicit decomposition into tonic 

and phasic components of skin conductance was made according to continuous decomposition 

analysis (Benedek & Kaernbach [36]) to obtain correlations with the three responsiveness 

measures. 

To analyze the similarity between the finger and the other measurement location, we calculated 

the correlation between the finger and the other measurement locations per participant. This 

measure of similarity was submitted to a repeated measures ANOVA with measurement position 

as within-subject factor. Again, deviations of sphericity were corrected using Huyn-Feldt 

corrections. Tests were two-tailed with alpha levels of .05. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Manipulation check 

The questionnaire ratings were used to check if the films clips elicited different emotions. Means 

and SEs are depicted in Figure 3. Standard error was calculated by dividing the SD by the square 

root of N. Figure 3 confirms that the film clips induced a wide range of emotions in this sample 

of subjects, containing emotions in the four quadrants of the valence-arousal model for emotions 

[32]. 

=== INSERT Figure 3 HERE === 

3.2 Skin conductance responsiveness to emotional film clips 

Position showed a significant main effect on mean skin conductance level (F(10, 154) = 16.10; p 

< .001; partial η2 = .50), the number of skin conductance responses per minute (F(9, 148) = 9.15; 

p < .001; partial η2 = .36) and the sum of the skin conductance responses amplitudes per minute 

(F(6, 90) = 5.84; p < .001; partial η2 = .27). Means and standard errors of SCL, SCRs and S-

AMPL are depicted in Table 1. Standard error was calculated by dividing the SD by the square 

root of N. The mean skin conductance traces, averaged across participants, are depicted in Figure 

4. 

=== INSERT Table 1 HERE === 

=== INSERT Figure 4 HERE === 

 

The main effect of Position was also significant for the tonic component (F(10, 157) = 17.6; p < 

.001; partial η2 = .52) and the phasic component (F(6, 98) = 7.63; p < .001; partial η2 = .32) of 

the skin conductance decomposition. Tonic activity showed significant, very high correlations 

with SCL (r=.99, p<.001) and phasic activity with S-AMPL (r=.97, p<.001). Because of this 

large dependency between measures, the rest of the results focus on the three responsiveness 

measures SCL, SCRs and S-AMPL (see Table 1). 
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SCL and SCRs were highest for forehead, foot, finger and shoulders. The lowest SCL was found 

for armpit, back, arm, and thighbone. The lowest SCR was found for arm, armpit, thighbone, 

buttock, back and abdomen. The other measurement locations were in between these two groups. 

Hence, except for the abdomen and the buttock, the results of the SCL and SCR scores were very 

much in line with each other. For the S-AMPL, foot gave highest scores, followed by finger, 

wrist positions and shoulders. Forehead was not in the top 3 for S-AMPL. Armpit, arm, 

thighbone and buttock had the lowest S-AMPL. The results for S-AMPL and SCRs were thus 

also much in line with each other, except for the forehead. 

3.3 Similarity with the skin conductance trace of the fingers 

The repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of position on correlation (F(7, 95) 

= 2.15; p < .05; partial η2 = .14). Means and standard errors are depicted in Table 2. Standard 

error was calculated by dividing the SD by the square root of N. 

 

The correlation was highest for the foot (r = .68). The foot was followed by the thighbone, 

shoulders, forehead, and wrist locations, which all had correlations between .55 and .59. Neck, 

chest, and calf had slightly lower correlations between .45 and .53. The lowest correlations were 

found for arm, armpit, back, and abdomen (all correlations between .29 and .41). Figure 5 shows 

an example of the skin conductance traces from one participant measured at the fingers, foot and 

abdomen. SC traces from fingers and foot show higher similarity whereas SC traces from fingers 

and abdomen show smaller similarity. 

 

=== INSERT Table 2 HERE === 

=== INSERT Figure 5 HERE === 
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4 Discussion 

The aim of this study was to explore the emotional responsiveness of different body locations. 

Simultaneous skin conductance recordings were performed at 16 body locations. Emotions were 

induced by means of film clips. Subjective self-ratings of participants confirmed that we 

succeeded in inducing different emotions. 

 

We hypothesized that body locations other than the traditional palmar recording location [24] 

can also show an emotional response in SC recordings because they have eccrine sweat glands 

which respond to emotional arousal [15]. To test this hypothesis, we investigated the quality of 

16 recording positions in two ways. For the skin conductance responsiveness to emotional film 

clips, we hypothesized that the fingers, feet and forehead are in the top three of most responsive 

body locations because they have the highest densities of eccrine sweat glands [20]. This was 

confirmed albeit partially because forehead is not in the top three for S-AMPL. Thus, the relation 

between sweat gland density and electrodermal activity [22] depends on the measures being used 

to quantify the skin conductance responsiveness. Furthermore, we found lowest skin 

conductance responsiveness for armpit, back, arm and thighbone. Wrist positions, shoulders, calf 

and chest show intermediate skin conductance responsiveness to emotional film clips. For the 

similarity with the skin conductance trace of the fingers, we hypothesized to find highest 

correlations between the finger trace and the traces from the foot and forehead. The foot indeed 

showed the highest correlation and the forehead is also highly correlated with the trace of the 

fingers. We found lowest correlations for the abdomen, back, arm and armpit and intermediate 

correlations for the shoulders, wrist positions, neck, chest and calf. 

 

The results of this study can be used for recommending recording positions for measuring skin 

conductance in emotion sensing platforms. The traditional finger position [24] can work very 

well for skin conductance measurements in laboratory situations but becomes problematic in 

ambulatory situations because many everyday tasks require the use of the hands. The feet are less 

obtrusive as measurement position because sensors can for example be integrated into a sock. In 

line with this, skin conductance at the foot has already been used for long-term monitoring of 

skin conductance in daily life [1] [28]. These studies have for example integrated skin 
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conductance sensors in the arch of the shoe. The forehead position is also in the top three of most 

responsive body positions for SCL and SCRs and might be used with skin conductance sensors 

integrated in a headband or headphones. Besides the fingers, feet, and forehead, we also found 

more different body positions that show high skin conductance responsiveness to emotional film 

clips and similarity to the fingers. The shoulders and neck [29] are positions which can be used 

in a necklace, the calf can be used in a sock border, wrist positions [25] [26] [30] can be used in 

a watch, and the chest position can be used in a chest band. These measurement positions are 

also more convenient in ambulatory monitoring than the fingers. 

 

There are some limitations to the results found in this study and suggestions for future research. 

For the emotion elicitation, we made use of film clips presented in a fixed order to keep carry-

over effects between conditions fixed for all participants. This implies that we cannot directly 

draw conclusions about comparisons of different emotions, which was also not our main aim. 

Nonetheless, it might be interesting for future research to investigate skin conductance 

measurement locations related to specific emotions. Next to this, future research may investigate 

the aspect of convenience (and comfort) to be able to create unobtrusive emotion sensing. Also 

technical aspects of physiological sensors can be improved, like miniaturization, power 

consumption, etc. in order to develop more advanced platforms and further increase comfort. 

Furthermore, our findings in a laboratory situation should also be confirmed in field tests when 

making use of ambulatory skin conductance monitoring. Therefore, we need wireless skin 

conductance measurement technology that enables SC sensing at a multitude of positions in a 

synchronized way. When comparing different measurement locations, it is also important to take 

into account the conduction velocity of the skin conductance response. Time lags between 

different measurement locations can lead to an underestimation of effective correlations between 

locations that are further apart from each other [37]. In our study design (with relatively low 

sampling rate) the effect of these time lags will be negligible. Furthermore, we used a general, 

relatively low threshold-amplitude for counting the number of skin conductance responses 

obtained at the 16 different body positions. We have discussed the validity of this approach; 

however, future research needs to further investigate evidence whether this is an adequate 

criterion for measurements at non-standard recording positions. In this study, we aimed to reduce 

variation due to potential lateralization influences by measuring mostly on the right side of the 
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body. Only for one position, vertical wrist, we measured on the left side of the body. As we also 

measured two wrist positions on the right side of the body, distal wrist and central wrist, it’s 

interesting to make the comparison, keeping in mind that these positions are not perfectly similar 

(different orientation on the wrist). We find higher skin conductance responsiveness for the left 

wrist compared to the right wrist, although these differences are rather small. Future research 

should investigate the lateralization of skin conductance activity in detail by comparing similar 

body positions on the left and on the right side of the body. 

 

Finally, our study relied on estimations of sweat gland densities from the literature and did not 

directly determine the number of active sweat glands at the 16 different body positions. A few 

results are not completely in line with the ranking according to estimations of sweat gland 

densities. For example, forehead showed a higher skin conductance level than fingers and foot 

although its sweat gland density is lower. As mentioned in the introduction, in addition to the 

density of sweat glands, multiple aspects are involved in determining skin conductance traces, 

such as the distribution of dermatomes, the innervations of sweat glands at different body 

locations and sweat gland nerve fiber densities. Future research could investigate these different 

physiological aspects. Therefore, we recommend making use of the combination of multiple 

methods to make the relation even stronger for more different body positions. 

 

In conclusion, although finger measurements are traditionally being employed in laboratory 

measurements of SC, we have shown that there are ample opportunities for unobtrusive 

measurement locations of SC elsewhere on the body. This is important for future research in the 

affective sciences, as it can enable applications for emotion sensing in ambulatory situations. 

This way, experiments can be designed that generalize laboratory findings to real-world 

situations. Furthermore, it can enable technology that automatically measures emotional 

responses, which may be useful for a wide variety of applications. 
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Figure 1. Skin conductance measurement locations: 1) Fingers, 2) Distal wrist, 3) Central wrist, 

4) Vertical wrist, 5) Chest, 6) Foot (instep), 7) Calf, 8) Forehead, 9) Neck, 10) Shoulders, 11) 

Back, 12) Buttock, 13) Abdomen, 14) Armpit, 15) Upper arm, 16) Thighbone. 
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Figure 2. An example of the SC traces at all 16 body positions for one individual participant.  
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Figure 3. Mean ratings of film clips eliciting anger (black diamond), sadness (black square), fear 

(black triangle), sexual arousal (black circle), neutral (white diamond), relaxation (white square), 

and amusement (white triangle). Error bars depict +/- 1 SE. 
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Figure 4. Mean skin conductance for the sixteen different measurement locations over time. The 

vertical axis depicts the skin conductance and the horizontal axis depicts time. Parts not 

involving movie watching are left out as they are not the same duration for each participant. 
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Figure 5. Skin conductance in microSiemens at the fingers, foot and abdomen of one participant. 
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Table 1. Means and SEs for the three responsiveness measures, the mean skin conductance level 

(SCL), the number of skin conductance responses per minute (SCRs) and the sum of skin 

conductance response amplitudes per minute (S-AMPL), for each of the 16 positions. The 

positions are sorted on the mean SCL. 

 

SCL [µS] SCRs [1/min] 

 

S-AMPL [µS /min] 

Position M SE M SE M SE 

Forehead 8,72 0,72 2,97 0,54 0,32 0,07 

Foot (instep) 8,50 0,88 4,88 0,76 0,92 0,18 

Finger 6,50 0,53 3,80 0,64 0,53 0,13 

Shoulders 5,96 0,94 2,41 0,69 0,43 0,12 

Neck 5,38 0,84 1,57 0,42 0,19 0,07 

Abdomen 5,15 0,91 1,26 0,63 0,29 0,14 

Calf (sock) 4,70 0,95 1,63 0,47 0,28 0,09 

Wrist (vertical) 4,65 0,73 2,10 0,62 0,44 0,15 

Buttock 4,33 0,59 0,98 0,35 0,19 0,07 

Wrist (distal) 4,23 0,89 1,43 0,42 0,31 0,11 

Chest 4,20 0,69 1,57 0,50 0,35 0,10 

Wrist (central) 4,18 0,72 1,77 0,57 0,44 0,14 

Thighbone 3,72 0,58 0,90 0,33 0,18 0,07 

Arm 3,04 0,52 0,62 0,23 0,13 0,05 

Back 2,18 0,60 1,21 0,43 0,26 0,09 

Armpit 1,61 0,34 0,71 0,27 0,10 0,05 
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Table 2. Means and SEs of the correlation assessing similarity with the finger. The positions are 

sorted from highest to lowest correlation. 

 

 

Correlation 

Position M SE 

Foot (instep) ,680 ,071 

Thighbone ,588 ,077 

Shoulders ,577 ,074 

Wrist (central) ,574 ,066 

Forehead ,566 ,083 

Wrist (vertical) ,563 ,081 

Wrist (distal) ,546 ,069 

Neck ,528 ,083 

Chest ,502 ,088 

Calf (sock) ,496 ,092 

Buttock ,449 ,094 

Arm ,411 ,097 

Armpit ,382 ,099 

Back ,342 ,129 

Abdomen ,294 ,081 
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Figure captions 

 

Figure 1. Skin conductance measurement locations: 1) Fingers, 2) Distal wrist, 3) Central wrist, 

4) Vertical wrist, 5) Chest, 6) Foot (instep), 7) Calf, 8) Forehead, 9) Neck, 10) Shoulders, 11) 

Back, 12) Buttock, 13) Abdomen, 14) Armpit, 15) Upper arm, 16) Thighbone. 

 

Figure 2. An example of the SC traces at all 16 body positions for one individual participant. 

 

Figure 3. Mean ratings of film clips eliciting anger (black diamond), sadness (black square), fear 

(black triangle), sexual arousal (black circle), neutral (white diamond), relaxation (white square), 

and amusement (white triangle). Error bars depict +/- 1 SE. 

 

Figure 4. Mean skin conductance for the sixteen different measurement locations over time. The 

vertical axis depicts the skin conductance and the horizontal axis depicts time. Parts not 

involving movie watching are left out as they are not the same duration for each participant. 

 

Figure 5. Skin conductance in microSiemens at the fingers, foot and abdomen of one participant. 
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Table 1. Means and SEs for the three responsiveness measures, the mean skin conductance level 

(SCL), the number of skin conductance responses per minute (SCRs) and the sum of skin 

conductance response amplitudes per minute (S-AMPL), for each of the 16 positions. The 

positions are sorted on the mean SCL. 

 

Table 2. Means and SEs of the correlation assessing similarity with the finger. The positions are 

sorted from highest to lowest correlation. 


